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Building design profoundly affects the well-being,
behaviour and psychology of people and animals.
In many construction sectors, this is well understood
and is becoming a core part of the design approach,
resulting in some different architecture.
Livestock housing is mainly designed by farmers and
contractors, seeing these buildings as a practical tool to
rear livestock efficiently and cost effectively.
Modern livestock housing achieves practical production
aims, but farmer and animal psychological well-being
are sometimes compromised.
A different design approach is needed, along with wider
consideration of whether a sustainable farming future
needs a fundamental change to our livestock systems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The design of the buildings in which we work and live can profoundly affect our well-being,
psychology, attitudes and behaviour. The discipline which studies human interaction with the built
environment is called environmental psychology.
As humans, we evolved in natural surroundings. Although we now spend more of our time inside
man-made buildings, our genetics and psyche retain a deep need to interact with nature. This
means we should aim to design our buildings in a way which allows people inside to experience a
connection with the natural world outside, with windows for views, natural light, and incorporating
natural materials, shapes, patterns and colours in the structure itself. Designers of offices, hospitals,
schools and prisons are increasingly recognising this connection and the resulting buildings are
making significant improvements to the lives of users.
Farmers are fortunate to enjoy a lifestyle that involves more time in natural surroundings than most
professions, but livestock farming increasingly involves full time indoor rearing of animals, in a way
that separates farmers and animals from the fields, trees and wildlife which surround them.
Modern livestock buildings have evolved to a relatively standard design, developed as practical tools
in which to run efficient, productive systems. This is understandable given the pressures on cost of
production, but some livestock housing designs have become so focused on production that they
compromise the well-being of farmers, their animals and the relationship between the two.
The place of animal farming in society is evolving and there are other topics running in parallel to
this study which are inextricably linked to it. These include animal welfare, social licence,
sustainability in construction, carbon footprint of farming operations, public health and changing
diets, water quality, soil health, the need to mitigate the urgent threats of climate and biodiversity
breakdown, whilst feeding a growing population. Which livestock rearing methods fit with the need
to farm sustainably, building soils and providing environmental benefits, given the UK government’s
imminent shift to paying farmers only for public goods?
As many farmers have been driven to specialise, intensify and scale up their livestock rearing
operations, others are turning to a lower input, more agroecological way of farming, with animals
rotated around land as part of a return to mixed farming principles, with soil health at its heart. At a
time of financial incentives to plant trees and hedges, growing knowledge of agroforestry and
silvopasture, can we successfully and viably rear animals on land with only natural shelter? If we do
need man-made structures for livestock, should they be portable or permanently sited? What
should they look like and how should we build them?
Whatever we choose to build, for farming to be sustainable long term, our buildings will need to be
good spaces for people, animals and socially acceptable to our fellow citizens. They also need to
tread more gently on our environment, in the construction process itself and once operational. With
engagement with other architecture and construction sectors, we can learn from those already
leading the way and change our farms for the better.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Figure 1: The author at Kees Scheepen’s pig farm in the Netherlands.

I grew up in Wakefield, West
Yorkshire, the son of a chartered
surveyor and a bank employee.
We lived on the edge of
countryside, often walking the local
footpaths around farmers’ fields,
but I never knew or really spoke to
any farmers and so at 32 years of
age when I started my current role,
I am embarrassed to say I didn’t
know the difference between hay
and straw.
This either says
something about my own life
choices, our education system, or
how disconnected the average
person is from their local farmer and

what grows in the fields they pass by.
After school I studied law at Newcastle University, before training as a chartered surveyor, valuing
commercial buildings throughout the UK and latterly in central London. I returned to Yorkshire in
2014 and joined J & E Dickinson (Longley Farm) to manage their property and land estate, with the
majority of daily duties focusing on works at an estate in Barnsley called Tyers Hall Farm.
Design and sketching have been passions since childhood and I am fortunate now to have the
opportunity in my work to design various items on the farm, whether benches for local footpath
users, feed troughs for pigs, or the new farm building concept which led to this Nuffield study topic.
I also feel fortunate to work in the countryside and I am increasingly fascinated by the farm as an
ecosystem, particularly the interaction of soils with grazing livestock and the carbon cycle. At Tyers
Hall we farm Jersey cows (whose milk is made into dairy products at Longley Farm in Holmfirth), beef
cattle, pigs (which consume dairy waste from Longley Farm), cereal crops and forages.
Since I started working in agriculture, I have been saddened by the disconnect between farmer and
consumer, which I see from both sides, having been the uninformed consumer for most of my life. I
have great admiration for many livestock farmers, who are under pressure to rear animals ever more
cheaply in a polarised world of increasing transparency and misinformation, growing popularity of
plant-based diets, being asked to feed a growing population without damaging our natural world and
to help tackle our societies’ largest, most immediate threat – climate change and biodiversity loss.
Equally, I do acknowledge that our sector has a responsibility to respond to different views evolving
in wider society, to understand the ecological impacts of different farming practices and to find a way
of farming profitably, with happy customers and care for the planet we all share.
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Chapter 2: Background to my study topic
At Tyers Hall Farm, we keep pigs to sustainably digest waste from the Longley Farm dairy and as a
source of natural fertiliser for the land. Our main motivation is to be a sustainable, circular business
in terms of coproduct and nutrients.
We also want to provide an environment where our pigs can have a good quality of life and express
instinctive behaviours. Five years ago, we closed our indoor breeding unit, sourcing pigs from an
outdoor unit instead. We then began designing a building to replace the existing fattening sheds,
arriving at a bespoke straw bedded design with liquid feed and slurry managed by gravity.
During the design process, I thought about the users of the building. Firstly, I wondered how my
colleagues on the farm would feel about it as a place to work and interact with the pigs. I wondered
whether the livestock buildings in which we spend our time are good, healthy working environments
and how the working day of a modern livestock farmer differs from that of our predecessors.
Secondly, I thought about the pigs, which spend the majority of their lives in the building. Animal
welfare standards tend to focus on practical aspects such as size of laying area, drinker places,
lighting etc, but I wondered how pigs feel about the building and whether the visual appearance of
their surroundings is important to them. Do they feel happier in natural surroundings, or can they be
behaviourally fulfilled within a man-made structure?
Thirdly, we wanted the ability to show the new building to visitors and so I designed a mezzanine
deck overlooking the pigs, giving us the option of constructing a viewing room later. I wondered
what the public might think of the building, not just how the animals looked, but the structure’s
shape, materials, colours, lighting and what the whole operation says about our business.
Throughout the design process, with visits to numerous other UK farms, I became increasingly
conscious that the appearance of modern livestock housing has become quite industrial. I feel
uneasy about this, not least because it feels like the general public are becoming instinctively
uncomfortable with large scale indoor animal production and this may be driving the rise of plantbased diets, alongside environmental concerns.
Scott Cook says “a brand is no longer what we tell consumers it is is…..it is what consumers tell each
other it is.” With this in mind, in my opinion, if we wish to be successful and sustainable as an
industry long term, our livestock housing will need to be designed to provide a genuinely positive
environment from four perspectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The farmer
The animal
The farmer-animal relationship dynamic
The visiting public.

These are all large topics, so for this study I decided to focus on livestock housing as a working
environment for the farmer.
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Chapter 3: The Study Tour
Some of my travels involved visiting farm buildings, both conventional and innovative, but some
involved learning about completely different areas of expertise. My study travels were therefore a
tale of two journeys running parallel:
Firstly, I needed to understand the principles of how buildings affect people and how to design a
good working environment in practice. I kept an open mind and arranged various meetings in the
USA and the Netherlands, visiting examples of buildings which demonstrate this knowledge and
meeting some experts working in relevant fields, namely:
•
•
•

Psychologists and architects working on the design of hospitals, prisons, offices and factories
A feng shui consultant
Zoo architects.

Secondly, I set out to find examples of innovative livestock building designs, whether in shape,
materials used, or distinctive design aspects. I wanted to find farmers who have chosen
unconventional designs, understand the reasons why, how they now feel about their buildings as a
place to work and for their animals to live. I chose to visit the Netherlands, USA and Canada to see
various examples I had found online during early research.
African Swine Fever compromised some study visits, as did the coronavirus pandemic. My travels
were as follows:

Where
Iowa, USA

When
March 2019 (1 week)

Comments
Nuffield Contemporary Scholars’
Conference
Netherlands
August 2019 (2.5 weeks)
Farm visits and meetings
Berlin, Germany
January 2020 (0.5 weeks)
Livestock housing architecture
exhibition
USA – Colorado, October 2019 and March 2020 (4.5 Various visits and meetings
Michigan, Indiana, weeks total)
New York, Seattle &
Bainbridge Island
Vancouver, Canada
March 2020 (0.5 weeks)
Architecture and farm visits
UK
March 2019 – February 2020
Various meetings and visits
throughout my study period

I have included a chart (chapter 17 Appendix) of all the places and people I visited; however not all
are mentioned in this report.
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Chapter 4: Motivations for the study topic – focusing the mind
The title of this report, “we shape our buildings, thereafter they shape us” is a quote from a speech
made by Winston Churchill during WW2, when parliament were discussing how to rebuild the
recently bombed House of Commons. Some MPs were keen for a more collaborative semi-circular
design, but Churchill was keen to retain the adversarial layout because he believed this had
influenced the format of the UK’s parliamentary democracy.
Architecture and design have been my passions since childhood and I am fascinated by how people
feel about buildings and interact with them. We are profoundly affected by the spaces in which we
spend time, but often without our conscious perception, as we go about our busy lives.

“As many an architect will tell you, human behaviour changes according to the
environment.” Peter Gabriel
Happily, architecture is becoming more focused on the needs of people, with some architects
working closely with psychologists and neuroscientists. Within the world of offices, healthcare and
education, the focus is on creating good spaces for people to use, often with specific aims such as
productivity, focus, creativity or relaxation, depending on each building’s purpose. I was keen to
understand the theory behind this design approach and see some practical examples.
As other sectors are considering the human element more, livestock housing design has
(understandably) evolved to prioritise production efficiency and practicality, resulting in a standard
shape and increasingly industrial appearance, with building size also continuing to grow. Modern
livestock housing often consists of relatively enclosed spaces, aimed at efficiently rearing large
numbers of animals, but what impact are these working environments having on farmers and the
farmer-animal relationship? How does a modern indoor livestock farmer’s working day compare to
that of their peers who still have a life of moving animals around land? If we designed a livestock
building with health and well-being of equal priority to productivity and efficiency, how might it look
and feel?
Before I begin, I wish to clarify my motivations for this study. It is absolutely not intended to be a
criticism of farmers. Wherever I have travelled, I have met hard working people who love farming
and care deeply about their animals. All over the world, these farmers are working hard to make a
living under increasing financial pressures, responding to market demand, and they deserve our
respect and support, especially in our buying choices.
My intention is to learn about building design and psychology, to understand the good and bad
features of current livestock housing design and how we might improve our buildings to ensure
farmers have a good, healthy working environment.
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Chapter 5: Looking outside farming – a journey into environmental
psychology, design and architecture
Firstly, I stepped away from farming completely, seeking to understand the principles of what makes
a building a good space for people to spend time in.

5.1

Environmental psychology and biophilia research:

Early on, I found the field of “environmental psychology”, which studies relationships between
humans and the spaces in which they live and work. I first spoke with Birgitta Gatersleben, Course
Director in Environmental Psychology at the University of Surrey. I learned how a significant
proportion of environmental psychology involves “biophilia” and “biophilic design”, which studies the
benefits for humans of interactions with nature and how to leverage this in building design.

“Biophilia, if it exists, and I believe it exists, is the innately emotional affiliation of human
beings to other living organisms.” Edward O Wilson
I then attended a biophilic design conference at the Building Research Establishment (BRE) in
Watford. We learned how the human species’ evolution within natural habitats means we have a
deep bond with nature and we need to continue connecting with the natural world in our daily lives
in order to stay healthy. Successful building design is about creating spaces which enable people to
enjoy nature whilst inside a building, rather than being separated from it. Windows to allow views
and natural light, indoor planting, use of natural materials, patterns, shapes and colours that echo
the natural world beyond the man-made walls are all a good thing.
I travelled to New York to meet Bill Browning and Catie Ryan, from biophilic design consultancy
Terrapin Bright Green. Terrapin publish research and advise clients on building design in practice.

Figure 2: The author with Catie Ryan and Bill Browning of Terrapin Bright Green.
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Figure 3: Self-explanatory. Image from Terrapin Bright Green.

In summary, the above 14 elements are driven by a desire to provide the building user with a
continuing experience of the natural world outside from within the space, to build the structure itself
in a way which mimics or pays homage to nature and to replicate the choices we have when out in
the landscape, within the building.
We talked through examples of Terrapin’s ongoing projects, which included working with a large
bakery facility, where moving images of natural landscapes are projected onto indoor walls to reduce
stress for workers and other projects looking at office spaces in New York, where indoor planting and
roof gardens are increasingly popular.
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Figure 4: The offices of Cook Fox Architects, New York, designed in collaboration with Terrapin.
Photo from Terrapin Bright Green.

By comparison, previous design priorities of maximising the number of people in an office to reduce
occupancy costs resulted in cubicle designs, originally conceived in the 1970s, an example of which
can be seen here:

Figure 5: An office space with cubicle layout. Photo by Mark Jayson Aranda (Wikimedia).

Offices designed to maximise occupancy rates tend to result in staff becoming stressed, unproductive
and in some cases ill.
We shape our buildings, thereafter they shape us … by Chris Harrap
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5.2

Visiting examples of a new design philosophy:

The three best examples I visited of biophilic design were the Eden Project in Cornwall, the Amazon
Spheres in Seattle and Vandusen Botanical Gardens in Vancouver.
The Eden Project pursues a “biomimicry” approach when designing
their structures, looking to nature for inspiration for shapes, forms
and construction methods which have evolved over millennia. Some
natural structures are far more efficient and stronger than anything
humans can design, so we can study what already exists and replicate
it in our own buildings.
Eden’s main structures, the biomes, are made from skeletal steel
framework with ETFE plastic membrane stretched between and
inflated. A domed overall form is the most efficient ratio of roof area
to floor space and the skeletal frame involves hexagonal shapes,
inspired by the honeycombs made by bees.

Figure 6: The Author with Sir Tim
Smit, founder of The Eden Project.

Figure 7: Exterior view of the biomes with other tensile fabric structures in the foreground. Author's own photo.

The biomes are designed to create different microclimates for plants, so they are translucent. It is a
wonderful environment to spend time in, not just for the natural light and the fact they are filled with
vegetation, but because of the shapes within the structures themselves.
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Figure 8: Interior view of the biomes showing the hexagonal skeletal structure. Author's own photo.

Figure 9: A worker bee forms a honeycomb from hexagonal cells, maximising the number of individual cells on a surface
with no wasted space between. Photo by Dmitriy Smaglov/Thinkstock.
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Eden’s most recent “CORE” building is inspired by the spiral shape often found in nature.
Certain shapes in nature look “right” to us and beautiful because we recognise their proportions and
forms from objects we see all the time,
such as flower heads, snail shells and
even our own ears. These proportions,
sometimes referred to as the “golden
ratio” or “sacred geometry”, are
mathematically linked to the Fibonacci
sequence.
HRH Prince Charles
discusses these principles in detail in
his book “Harmony”.
Various designers use the golden ratio
as a tool to ensure their products are
well proportioned and therefore more
beautiful. Aston Martin is a good
example of this
Figure 10: Spirals found in nature. Photo by Sciencevibe.com.

Figure 11: Architectural model of Core building, Eden Project by Grimshaw Architects.
Photo from Grimshaw Architects.
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Figure 12: The Core building, Eden Project, during construction. Note the spiral – a “biomorphic” form. Photo by
Grimshaw Architects.

Figure 13: Interior of the Core building, showing laminated timber sectional roof. Photo from Grimshaw Architects.
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The Spheres are part of Amazon’s office headquarters in Seattle and are a different kind of
workspace/meeting place for their staff and visitors. Designed by NBBJ Architects, they are domed in
shape, made from glass with a complex structural framework involving patterns which mimic nature.
The space is filled with plants and seating areas over multiple levels, while the transparent building
envelope blurs the divide between the inner space and the city outside.

Figure 14: The Amazon Spheres, Seattle. Author's own photo.

Figure 15: Internal photo of the Amazon Spheres – a biophilic meeting space. Photo by Amazon.
We shape our buildings, thereafter they shape us … by Chris Harrap
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The Vandusen Botanical Gardens in Vancouver is an award-winning example of biomorphic forms and
biophilic design. The building involves curvaceous, flowing shapes, with clever use of timber strips to
create visual complexity and extensive glazing. The building feels special, inside and out.

Figure 16: Vandusen Botanical Gardens entrance hallway and central skylight. Author's own photos.

Figure 17: Vandusen Botanical Gardens, biomorphic exterior shell structure. Author's own photo.

Spending time around such a stunning structure made me think of the Buckminster Fuller quote:

“Whenever I’m working on a problem, I never think about beauty. But when I’ve finished, if
the solution is not beautiful, I know it’s wrong.”
We shape our buildings, thereafter they shape us … by Chris Harrap
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5.3

Prison design and the psychology of carceral spaces:
I visited New York to meet Rich Wener,
a
Professor
of
Environmental
Psychology at NYU Tandon, who
specialises in the psychology of prison
architecture and how design affects
inmates and staff.
Rich’s main message is that design of
any building depends on the designer’s
aims, arising from their perception of
the building’s purpose. If a prison
designer views criminals as dangerous
individuals from whom society should
be separated and protected, the
resulting design will look and feel very
different to one designed by someone
who sees prisoners as human beings
who have lost their way and need to
be rehabilitated.

This was a lightbulb moment for me, as
I realised the designs of modern
livestock buildings are a direct result of
Figure 18: The author with Professor Rich Wener, NYC.
our increasing focus on production
efficiency and output. Perhaps we should first question if we are managing animals in the right way,
and what the most mutually beneficial, symbiotic role is for them on our farms. Asking such
questions first would inevitably influence the purpose, design and feel of livestock housing.

5.4

Healthcare architecture and psychology:

In Rotterdam, Netherlands, I met Gemma Koppen, an architect and psychologist who specialises in
design of healthcare facilities. Gemma’s aim is to improve the environment for all users of the
building, from arrival, through treatment and recovery.
Gemma sees the external appearance of the building and the approach to it as very important. In
healthcare, this involves designing a route to the building and an exterior appearance which is
calming, reassuring and gives the patient confidence they are entering a caring, professional and
stress-free environment. This made me think about the external appearance of livestock buildings
and our approach to them. If we walk across a concrete yard towards a large, angular building made
from man-made materials, how does it influence our perception of our animals, the nature of our
work and the farmer-animal relationship?
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5.5

Zoo architecture/design

In my opinion, in order to be sustainable and socially acceptable long term, livestock housing will
have to be designed in a way that provides a good environment for farmers, animals and which looks
and feels acceptable to the general public. Zoo
designers are one group of professionals who
design spaces in a balanced way to meet the
needs of animals, staff and the public, so I
visited Bainbridge Island off the coast of
Seattle, where a number of these specialist
firms are based.
Becca Hanson has her own practice; Studio
Hanson Roberts, which I visited to see her work
and discuss how zoo architecture has evolved.
Becca explained how a dramatic shift in zoo
design started in the 1970s, in response to
shifting social licence and animal welfare
concerns. Designs changed from being visitorled, with animals housed in a way that best
suited
public viewing, to more of a replication
Figure 19: The author with zoo designer Becca Hanson at her
studio on Bainbridge Island, Washington.
of natural habitats, where the public would
then have an immersive journey through the animals’ space. This improved the animal’s living
conditions and ability to express instinctive behaviours.

Figure 20: Werribee Open Range Zoo, Melbourne. Photo: Studio Hanson Roberts.
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Figure 21: Concept image for design of jungle habitat at Auckland Zoo. Photo: Studio Hanson Roberts.

Becca and I talked about her design objectives: to create spaces which give animals as natural a life as
possible, whilst enabling the public to see them in this setting. The animals have to live, and live
happily/healthily, but there are no other design objectives which conflict with this, whereas farmers
have other aims of efficient feed conversion and minimal cost of production, to remain profitable
within a financially challenging marketplace. These conflicting aims can sometimes compromise our
building designs where human and animal well-being is concerned.

5.6

The animal sciences professors:

I was fortunate early on in my studies to speak to renowned animal sciences and philosophy
Professor Bernard Rollin, from Colorado State University. Bernie and I talked about buildings, how
we house animals and the dynamic between the farmer and the animal.
We discussed how livestock housing design sometimes causes psychological problems for farmers,
who have an inbuilt desire to care for animals and have a good, empathetic relationship with them,
but are constrained in doing so at large scale or within a particularly unnatural environment. Bernie
also has concerns about the psychological well-being of vets, who choose their career to improve the
lives of animals, but often find themselves treating sick animals in fundamentally unhealthy
conditions or dealing with the harsh economic reality of commercial farming decisions regarding
care.
I was fortunate to meet Bernie in Fort Collins, Colorado, with his fellow professor Temple Grandin.
Temple again talked of the importance of buildings being pleasant spaces for animals and people, as
poor spaces cause stress to the farmer and their relationship with their animals. She spoke about
how much she dislikes dark, dingy barns and how important natural light is for circadian rhythm and
the well-being of both people and animals. Temple is a visual thinker so it was interesting to hear her
comments, which echoed what I had learned from the architectural psychology experts.
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Figure 22: The author with Professors Bernard Rollin and Temple Grandin in Fort Collins, Colorado.

5.7

Chapter summary:

I gained a good overview of the principles of how buildings affect people and saw these principles
applied practically in some pioneering buildings. The key messages were:
•
•
•
•
•

Being able to interact with nature is key to our psychological well-being and where we can
spend time outdoors, we should do so
If we need to spend time inside man-made buildings, we should design these spaces so we
can still interact with nature, by following biophilic design principles
Whatever we are building, we first need to ensure our ethos is right for the activity taking
place within the building
Public perception of our relationship with animals is an evolving concept and livestock
rearing facilities may need design changes to maintain social licence
We should look to nature for inspiration in design and construction methods, as the natural
world has already designed structures which are extremely strong, efficient and beautiful.

The principles I learned about biophilic design are just as applicable to livestock buildings as any
other workplace, so if we want farmers to have a good working environment, this knowledge gives
sound guidance.
I now felt better equipped to assess livestock housing designs.
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Chapter 6: An overview of UK livestock housing design – the current
position
UK farmers rear livestock in a range of different settings, from animals roaming land with only trees,
hedges, walls and earth banks for shelter, to portable structures such as steel arcs and polytunnels,
straw bedded barns, through to fully insulated, climate-controlled buildings.
The majority of permanently sited livestock housing has evolved to a standard shape, mainly steel
portal framed, although plenty of concrete and timber framed structures still exist. Very few
traditional “vernacular” buildings are still used for livestock housing, most having been converted for
higher value uses.
Externally, rooves are pitched, predominantly steel or fibre cement sheeted, with a ventilated ridge
or even electric extraction fans. Sides are vertical with steel, fibre cement or timber cladding, some
incorporating ventilation panels or curtains. Lower walls tend to be built from concrete blocks or
preformed concrete panels. Some buildings seeking to create a climate-controlled environment
inside will involve a more enclosed design, using modular, insulated panels in walls and roofing.

Figure 23: Author’s model depicting the shape of a typical steel portal framed livestock building. Author's own photo.

Internally, the use of plastics, steel, concrete and other synthetic materials has made livestock
housing easier to manage, maintain, clean and more durable. LED lighting is becoming more popular
as an option for providing optimal light for animals, where there is insufficient natural light within the
space. Floors are either solid concrete in the case of bedded units, or slatted concrete in slurry-based
systems, to allow manure to be captured beneath.
Some buildings feel quite open, with plenty of natural light and airflow, being little more than a
shelter to provide cover for bedded areas. Some structures providing a fully enclosed, climatecontrolled environment for year-round precision animal rearing.
I now include some photos of various examples of different housing systems in the UK:
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Figure 24: A herd of beef cattle grazing in Derbyshire, with only well managed hedges and trees for shelter and shade.
Author's own photo.

Figure 25: Portable shelters on a Norfolk pig breeding unit, enabling rotation of sows around land. Author's own photo.
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Figure 26: A modern dairy barn, Cheshire. Photo from The Barnston Estate.

Figure 27: Exterior of a modern dairy barn, Cheshire. Note the angled layout of boarding to reduce timber wastage.
Photo from The Barnston Estate.
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Figure 28: Internal photo of a modern straw bedded pig shed, Norfolk. Author's own photo.

Figure 29: External photo of a modern straw bedded pig shed, with automated side curtains for ventilation and
temperature control. Author's own photo.
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Figure 30: Modern indoor farrowing areas within a pig breeding unit. Photo from Farmer’s Weekly.

Figure 31: A modern pig shed for fattening, with slatted floors. Photo from Farmer’s Weekly.
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Figure 32: A typical modern poultry (broiler) house in the UK. Photo from The Times.

Figure 33: Modern poultry housing. Photo from Farmer’s Weekly.
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Applying the principles of environmental psychology and biophilic design to existing building designs,
a few first thoughts are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Those farmers who rear animals in pasture-based systems have a good working environment
Those who house only in winter (grazing seasonally) also have more time in a natural setting
than those who house all year round
Buildings which feel more open are preferable to those enclosed on all sides
Natural light and ventilation are preferable to artificial lighting and mechanical ventilation
We should use natural construction materials wherever possible
We could design more structures with more curves, instead of straight lines and angles
Large expanses of stark materials like concrete, plastic or steel could be replaced by
alternatives which appear more natural and visually complex
Using natural colours in man-made materials (such as the widely used dark green cladding)
does improve their appearance
We could experiment more with plants or trees within buildings
The natural, complex appearance of straw bedding makes a space feel more pleasant
Small numbers of behaviourally fulfilled animals with plenty of space look different from
large numbers of animals at a high stocking density and their behaviour also affects how the
farmer feels about the working environment
If a building is a poor working environment, we might consider reducing the amount of time a
farmer spends inside it, perhaps by using some automation.

I planned my travels to try to find examples of livestock designs which look and feel different, to see
what already exists.
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Chapter 7: Out on the farm: in search of innovative livestock
buildings:
7.1

The Netherlands:

7.1. a. The Varkenshoff (“pig garden”):
Anne Marie Noordman’s pig farm is home to a building called the Varkenshoff, which translates as
“pig garden”. This building was constructed by ID Agro, where Anne Marie’s brother Marco is a
director.

Figure 34: The Varkenshoff building. Author's own photo.

The building has a first-floor education room overlooking the pigs, used for school groups and other
visitors. Annemarie loves to sit there and watch the pigs, which often helps her notice any problems
arising where she needs to intervene. Annemarie acknowledges the Varkenshoff is not as profitable
as the other buildings on their farm, but she sees it as a valuable tool in welcoming visitors to the
farm.

Figure 35: Panoramic photo of the Varkenshoff interior, taken from the first-floor visitor room. Author's own photo.
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Inside, the space feels light and airy, with steel skeletal framework, tensile translucent fabric roof and
polycarbonate side walls. There are various planters inside the building, which looked stunning when
the building was first completed and certainly improves the look and feel of the space.

Figure 36: Interior of Varkenshoff building when first completed. Photo: ID Agro.

Although most of the original plants have not survived, Annemarie is learning which types of plants
can manage and intends to replant these.
7.1. b. ID Agro design and construction:
I visited the office of ID Agro and met Erik Lindeboom, a director. Erik is passionate about creating
innovative buildings and showed me pictures of some of their designs, the cow lounge, cow garden
and roundhouse. I loved how the designs incorporate curved shapes like their arched roof structures
and the skeletal framework looks much more complex and interesting than a traditional structure.
The roundhouse, a circular design with partially domed roof, was my favourite.
ID Agro’s buildings tend to be open-sided or at least have the ability to open the sides and their use
of translucent materials enables a strong visual connection to the outdoors. Their buildings provide
good natural light, the roofing being made from light diffusing tensile fabric.
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Figure 37: Model of a circular roundhouse building by ID Agro. Author's own photo.

Figure 38: Interior of an ID Agro Cow Lounge. Photo: ID Agro.
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ID Agro have also constructed a roundhouse using a timber frame. This looks even more appealing
than skeletal steel and perhaps they will experiment further with timber technologies:

Figure 39: A timber framed roundhouse being constructed, awaiting tensile fabric roofing. Photo: ID Agro.

Figure 40: Interior of timber version of ID Agro roundhouse. Photo: ID Agro.
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Whilst ID Agro normally use tensile fabric on the upper sides of most of their buildings, they have
recently used timber cladding instead for a client, which also looks excellent, this natural material
complementing the organic shapes seen in the arched roof.

Figure 41: ID Agro Cow Lounge with timber boarding. Photo: ID Agro.

7.1. c. Harry Luring - dairy farmer:
Harry Luring is a dairy farmer with 90 horned cows in an organic system, on straw bedding in a 45m
diameter ID Agro roundhouse. Harry chose the roundhouse because it allows him to keep the horns
on his cows, the circular building shape making it easier for cows to move away from conflict with
others.

Figure 42: Harry Luring's roundhouse, with cows. Photo: ID Agro.
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Figure 43: Harry Luring next to his roundhouse. Author's own photo.

Harry spoke about the building’s curves giving it a softer, more organic feel than a conventional
structure. He also enjoys the view of the surrounding fields from inside the building.

Figure 44: Looking through the roundhouse to the pasture alongside, with cows grazing. Author's own photo.
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7.1. d. Hesselink family - dairy farmers:
Driving on the motorway, I noticed two large green buildings, both of completely arched shape and
with tensile fabric roofing. I turned off to have a closer look and met Mr & Mrs Hesselink, dairy
farmers who house their cows within buildings supplied by an Austrian company.

Figure 45: Hesselink family dairy farm buildings. Author's own photo.

Figure 46: Hesselink family main dairy barn. Author's own photo.

The buildings felt light and airy, this time being completely arched down to the ground, which felt
very pleasant to be inside. It was again a skeletal framed steel construction, with different roof
fabrics according to where the most natural light was desired. Dionne also said as the site is a newly
built farm, the local council wanted them to screen it with trees, but she feels it is important for the
public to see farms around them, to understand where food comes from.
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Figure 47: Inside the main dairy barn. Author's own photo.

Figure 48: Looking up at the roof structure and different fabric types. Author's own photo.
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7.1. e. Robert Nijkamp - Windstreek House:
Windstreek House, on the farm of Robert Nijkamp (Nuffield scholar) is a broiler chicken house with a
difference. The roof is curved upwards like an aeroplane wing, with the aim of improving incoming
airflow, but Robert also loves the building’s curved shape aesthetically.

Figure 49: The curved roof seen from the outside. Author's own photo.

Figure 50: Cross section of Windstreek House. Photo: VDL Agrotech.

The building has a translucent, polycarbonate north facing wall which allows maximum natural light
into the space without the direct heat of the sun. Robert enjoys how light the interior is and chose
laminated timber for the curved roof trusses because he prefers the look and feel of timber to steel.
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Figure 51: Interior of Windstreek House, with translucent northern wall and timber roof trusses. Author's own photo.

Figure 52: The northern wall of Windstreek House, with polycarbonate wall for maximum natural light. Photo: VDL
Agrotech.
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Interestingly, the shape of this building has also become a marketing tool for the farms produce,
because it is so distinctive and a talking point.

Figure 53: The logo for the farm's produce, using the curve of the roof as the main symbol. Photo: Robert Nijkamp.

7.1. f. Kipster:
Kipster is a poultry (laying) farm with facilities for the public to visit and see inside. The building has a
south facing roof with solar panels, north facing glazing for natural light and outdoor areas for
chickens to exercise.

Figure 54: Southern side of Kipster building, with solar and outside area for chickens. Author's own photo.
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Inside is a public education area with a sunken viewing room. From this position you can see the
inside space, with plenty of natural light and various small wooden structures dotted about inside.

Figure 55: Viewing area at Kipster. Author's own photo.

Figure 56: Interior of Kipster, with small tree shaped structures made from wood. Author's own photo.

Glazing is strategically placed to allow maximum natural light whilst prevent direct sun and there are
outdoor areas on both the northern and southern sides. Whilst the structure itself is angular and
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unnatural, its futuristic appearance gives a feeling of progress, advancement and the natural light
inside is good.

Figure 57: The author on the northern side of Kipster, showing the glazed walling to allow natural light and the outdoor
chicken area. Author's own photo.

When I visited, I met the manager of the site who was outside doing some weeding of the landscaped
areas. He was clearly very proud of the site and the visitor’s approach to the building, which looks
very pleasant because of its surrounding landscaping.
7.1. g. Willem Voncken/Angelique Slatius:
Nuffield scholar Willem Voncken farms arable crops with his family in a hill village in the Limburg
area. Together the family is designing a new farmstead outside the village and Willem’s mother is
very interested in vastu and feng shui, so they are consulting with feng shui architect, Angelique
Slatius. I met Angelique and she explained the principles of feng shui, why buildings feel the way
they do and choosing shapes which send the right visual message to the user.
Feng shui design involves using curves and rounded corners where possible because sharp edges,
corners and straight lines can cause stress in our cognitive responses. Our brains associate sharp
corners and edges with danger, from recognising similar shapes such as knives. Standard portal
framed livestock housing is formed from straight lines, angles and corners, whereas it would be
better to design housing with a more curved shape. Angelique also asked if pens inside the building
could somehow be curved.
7.1. h. Annechien Ten Have Mellema:
Annechien’s pig farm has a mixture of various housing types, with the most innovative being the
hybrid indoor/outdoor buildings. Pigs in these buildings have an indoor straw bedded area, an indoor
slatted area, but also a door leading to an outdoor pen area, which they can access at all times.
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Whilst the outdoor area also has a concrete floor, Annechien feels the area benefits the pigs by giving
them the opportunity of fresh air, sunshine and other weather conditions as they wish. She enjoys
the outdoor space too, with some of the work inside being automated, for example straw is
distributed into the pens through an auger pipe.

Figure 58: Hybrid indoor/outdoor housing at Annechien Ten Have's farm. Author's own photo.

Figure 59: Outdoor (partially roofed, partially open) area for pigs, with door to inside visible in background. Author's
own photo.
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Annechien is thinking about planting some trees alongside the sheds, which would enhance the
external appearance of the buildings and I imagine would also be interesting for the pigs to see, given
the originate from woodland habitat.

Figure 60: Pigs in the outdoor area with fields alongside. Author's own photo.

7.1. i. Inge Vleemingh:
I wanted to speak to a farmer using more minimalist shelter structures, so I visited Inge, a small
farmer who rears pigs next to her house using simple arc shelters.
Inge believes rotating pigs around land with much more mobile infrastructure is scalable and widely
replicable. She wrote a thesis at university called “Go Nuts”, where she designed a landscape project
based around large scale organic pig farming, with pigs reared in forests with additional shelters
provided, along with fruit and nut trees planted for additional forage. The scheme incorporates lanes
through the forests, for the public to walk and cycle through, seeing the pigs up close and learning
about farming in a more transparent way. Inge acknowledges that this system would need more
native pig breeds, better suited to the woodland environment than commercial genetics.
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Figure 61: Inge Vleemingh feeds some of her pigs. Author's own photo.

Figure 62: A photo extract from Inge's university thesis "Go Nuts". Photo: Inge Vleemingh.
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7.1. j. Kees Scheepens:
While in the Netherlands, I read an article in the farming press by Kees Scheepens, a pig farmer and
pig behavioural specialist. In it, Kees questioned whether humans are capable of designing indoor
housing systems which truly fulfil the behavioural needs of pigs. This caused much debate at the
time in the Dutch farming community.

Figure 63: Kees Scheepens feeding a treat to one of his sows. Author's own photo.

Figure 64: A sow wallows in her paddock, with arc shelter and woodland behind. Author's own photo.

Kees runs a herd of Berkshire pigs in a field adjoining woodland, next to his home, with steel arcs for
shelter. The herd is rotated around fields with electric fencing. He was keen to talk about the
intelligence of pigs, is very interested in their behaviour and the farmer-animal relationship dynamic.
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We talked about the pressure on commercial intensive farmers and the need for farmers to rear
animals in an environment which allows them to have a positive, caring relationship with their
animals, for the benefit of both parties.

7.2

Germany:

7.2. a. AEDES Berlin:
In early 2020 I visited an exhibition in Berlin called “Architecture for Pigs”. This is a project involving
architecture students, exploring what a pig farm of the future might look like, taking into account the
need to connect farmer and consumer, to provide excellent living conditions for pigs and to have a
good environmental impact. The building designs and models on display were fascinating:

Figure 65: Extract from one of the exhibition noticeboards. Author's own photo.
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Figure 66: The exhibition hall. Author's own photo.

Figure 67: 1st prize entry, combining pig housing, field areas for pigs and vegetable growing by local citizens in rotation.
Author's own photo.
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Figure 68: Model of 1st prize entry. Author's own photo.

Figure 69: 2nd prize entry, an indoor/outdoor concept with the added feature of portable pig shelters which can be
deployed on land surrounding the main housing, giving flexible options for rearing pigs. Author's own photo.
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Figure 70: 3rd prize entry, a curved building concept with slatted sides and views of the surrounding land, with airflow
through the space. Author's own photo.
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Figure 71: Inside the curved building, with an open, light feel and walkways outside the timber slats on the right-hand
side, to allow visitors to see the pigs and the farmer. Author's own photo.

Figure 72: An interesting concept involving rows of pens with paddock areas on the roof to give indoor and outdoor
options on two tiers. Author's own photo.
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7.3

CANADA:

7.3. a. Swallowfield Barn, Langley, BC:
Asher deGroot is an architect from Vancouver who recently developed Swallowfield Barn on his
family’s farm in Langley, BC. The barn is first approached through a timber arch in the garden which
mirrors the shape of the building and guides the eye towards the barn itself.

Figure 73: The approach to Swallowfield Barn. Photo: Ema Peter.

The barn is a beautiful timber structure with an asymmetric shape and an overhang on the gable
providing a covered outdoor apron. The timber is exposed throughout, with some transparent
polycarbonate which allows natural light to flood in, especially at first floor level.
The farm only has a small number of cows, out at pasture for most of the year, so the barn was never
designed solely for livestock housing. The ground floor consists of a workshop and small area for
winter housing, with the first-floor space being multi-purpose for part of the year and a hay loft for
the remainder. We increasingly hear about diversification opportunities on farms to generate other
income streams and how many farm buildings were historically multi-purpose, housing animals only
in winter, leaving other opportunities for the rest of the year.
Asher also wanted to build the new barn in a more traditional way, as a “barn-raising” involving
friends, family and local trades. It reminded me of a children’s book I read called “The Hundred Year
Barn”, about a farm building and its role in the community.
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Figure 74: Swallowfield Barn during construction. Photo:
Ema Peter.

Figure 75: Swallowfield Barn. Author's own photo.

Figure 76: First floor hay loft, Swallowfield Barn. Author's own photo.
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Figure 77: Asher's mother Jenny next to the cattle housing area and Asher looks out on the cows. Photos: Ema Peter.

Figure 78: The author with Asher deGroot and his father, Dennis. Author’s own photo.
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Figure 79: Rear of Swallowfield Barn. Photo: Ema Peter.
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Figure 80: An extract from “The Hundred Year Barn” by Patricia MacLachlan
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7.4

Other examples seen online:

Towards the end of my studies, some more innovative farm buildings seemed to be emerging online.
I include some photos here of two stunning examples:
7.4. a. Schonenberg Farm, Basel, Switzerland:
This dairy cow barn was designed by F.A.B, a Swiss research and architecture office. It is built using
steel stanchions for the main legs, practical concrete floors and lower wall panels, but is cloaked in
natural materials such as hazel poles for ventilated sides, timber roof trusses and purlins, and a living
roof. The form appears complex and beautiful, with changing light and shadows inside the building,
and the green turf roof blends into the hillside.

Figure 81: Schonenberg Farm. Photo: Christian Baur and Serge Hasenböhler, courtesy of F.A.B.–Forschungs- und
Architekturbüro.

Figure 82: Schonenberg Farm. Photo: Christian Baur and Serge Hasenböhler, courtesy of F.A.B.–Forschungs- und
Architekturbüro.
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Figure 83: Schonenberg Farm. Photo: Christian Baur and Serge Hasenböhler, courtesy of F.A.B.–Forschungs- und
Architekturbüro.

Figure 84: Schonenberg Farm. Photo: Christian Baur and Serge Hasenböhler, courtesy of F.A.B.–Forschungs- und
Architekturbüro.
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7.4. b. Dairy barn designed by La Shed Architecture for organic cheesemaker Au Gres Des Champs
at their farm in Moneregie, Quebec:
This barn uses polycarbonate sheeting (translucent and transparent) for wall cladding, resulting in an
interior space flooded with natural light, the roof projecting out from the building sides to provide
some shade and weather protection. In the evening, the barn glows a warm yellow from its interior
lighting.

Figure 85: Dairy barn of Au Gres Des Champs. Photo: Virginie Gosselin.

Figure 86: Dairy barn of Au Gres Des Champs. Photo: Virginie Gosselin.
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The timber framed structure feels tactile, natural and warm, with some areas of the barn also
featuring vertical timber boarding. The straw bedding for the cows adds to a natural, complex
appearance.

Figure 87: Dairy barn of Au Gres Des Champs. Photo: Virginie Gosselin.

Figure 88: Dairy barn of Au Gres Des Champs. Photo: Virginie Gosselin.
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Chapter 8: First reflections from farm travels
I saw a wide variety of livestock buildings, but also a wide variety of farming philosophies. I listened
to many farmers talk about their buildings and appreciated their time, openness and honesty.
I felt those farmers who manage their farms in a way which involves constant interaction between
themselves, animals and nature have a fundamentally good working environment. They spend
plenty of time outdoors, even if their animals are housed during the winter. Many spoke with
excitement about turning their cows out to pasture in spring and their connection with the natural
world was clear.
Some farmers I visited with permanently housed livestock have dramatically improved their indoor
working environments by building interesting shaped structures which also feel open, airy and
welcome plenty of natural light into the space. Some also have pleasant views of the surrounding
landscape.
Conversely, despite the productivity benefits of year-round indoor rearing systems, I saw many
housing designs which appear to have focused on production to such an extent that farmer wellbeing is compromised. Some farmers were initially defensive about their buildings but then admitted
they did not enjoy working inside them. Some spoke of their struggles with behavioural vices in their
animals and said they wished margins could allow housing animals at lower stocking densities, or to
incorporate outdoor areas. Some even became visibly emotional and upset when talking about their
working day, welcoming the opportunity to discuss what they perceive to be a taboo topic. It
saddens me that some farmers have been pushed down such an intensive production route by the
evolution of our food systems and retail models.
I also worry some farmers are working in environments of such a scale, repetition or intensity that
industrial psychology comes into play. Whether we consider Henry Ford’s original Rouge factory in
Detroit, a modern abattoir/processing facility, or a large scale, intensive animal rearing operation,
there are interesting psychological effects when humans are involved within industrial processes and
environments, often being detrimental to well-being.
Interestingly, research into psychological issues within slaughterhouse workers focuses on “cognitive
dissonance”, a problem deriving from the conflict humans feel whilst working in an environment
where animals are commodified as units of production, which goes against our instinctive desire to
form positive relationships with other sentient beings. It logically follows that rearing large numbers
of animals inside housing of industrial appearance may be more problematic for farmers than smaller
numbers in a more natural setting. That is not to say it cannot be done, but on the sliding scale of
human well-being and healthy, farmer-animal relationships, one is preferable to the other.
I finish my travels concerned that some of our modern building designs (and the systems within) may
be contributing to the mental health crisis we see in farming today. The majority of farmers chose a
profession involving a life on the land, but over time have become (due to market forces) more of a
production worker than a steward of land and animals.
In the 1964 book “Animal Machines” by Ruth Harrison, the author remarks:
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“Whatever its supposed inefficiencies, the traditional farm has contributed to the visual pleasure of
the countryside and one cannot help feeling that it is also a pleasant environment for the animals. On
the good traditional farm there is a sense of unity between the farmer and his stock, he is a farmer
because farming is in his blood, and profits are a secondary, if important, consideration.”
“The new type of farm is like a straggling factory. The buildings jar on the eye and rob the
countryside of much of its charm. These long sheds are completely utilitarian, each with its giant feed
hopper to meet the needs of the animals permanently enclosed within…….”
In my opinion, the success of the farmer’s working environment depends on five variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The visual appearance and feel of the building (internal and external)
The scale and appearance of rearing system within
The individual farmer’s psychological needs – some people are more sensitive than others
How animals respond to the space and their behaviour, which impacts the farmer
The amount of time the farmer spends in an around the building, versus out in nature.

These five points made me think more generally about how we manage animals on our farms, which I
discuss in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9: A question of building design, or a bigger picture?
The overriding message I learned is that time spent in nature is good for us. If we do need to work
indoors, we can design our spaces to maintain interactions with nature.
In most sectors, making a building’s design more biophilic and a better space for people to use is a
win-win scenario if you can afford to do so. Livestock housing is more challenging because there is a
conflict between production efficiency (which requires control of the environment and therefore
separation from natural influences), and human well-being (which requires a connection to the
natural world outside).
When discussing how to apply biophilic design principles to livestock housing, I was asked two
questions repeatedly by numerous experts:
1. Why are farmers rearing animals indoors year-round, when they own and manage large
swathes of the natural world, the best possible working environment for a human being?
2. Is it genuinely impractical or unviable to rear animals in a land-based setting, or have we
simply become accustomed to current scale and production output?
I realised that in focusing on building design, I was missing the bigger picture of how we manage
livestock generally. During my study, several other topics have also become more widely discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need to feed a growing population
Global degradation of soils and the need to regenerate this precious resource
Concerns about the environmental impact of different livestock rearing methods
An acceleration of commitments to achieve net zero, by governments and the private sector
Growing awareness of the huge potential of soils to sequester carbon, if managed well
Removal of subsidies for UK farmers after Brexit, with future payments linked to
environmental outcomes
A growing interest in nutrient density of foods and healthy diets
Continuing downward pressure on antibiotic usage
Consumer shifts towards plant-based diets
Increasing animal welfare legislation on practices such as tail docking, beak trimming,
farrowing crates
Increasing consumer scrutiny and evolving social licence
Growing transparency in supply chains, from farm to fork
Increasing accountability, transparency and PR challenges for all businesses
Mental health crisis in farming
Future labour crisis in farming
Growing interest in sustainability of buildings, from embodied carbon during construction
through to water, energy, waste once operational and the end of building life considerations.

All of the above will influence how we manage livestock, which in turn will impact our housing
designs. Looking at the overall direction of this list, the unnatural separation of livestock from land,
soils and crops as if they are distinct activities, feels shaky at best. Even logistically, confining animals
to one location and then driving around on machinery to serve their every need, feels counterintuitive. Once we factor in the environmental footprint of this model, the impact on soil health of
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continuous cropping on fields which never see livestock, it becomes even more questionable. In
(understandably) striving for efficiency and productivity in each of our farm activities, we have
sometimes lost sight of the farm as one ecosystem and the role of animals within it. Each of our
activities have become highly productive, but their division from one another is having unintended
consequences.
On my travels, I sketched a dial considering a scale of naturality versus productivity in livestock
rearing. At the extreme lower end of the scale is hunting, where the animals live entirely natural lives
without intervention and we harvest them from that environment, at the other end is an indoor,
entirely climate-controlled environment in which animals spend their whole lives. In between lies
the middle ground, with everything from pasture fed beef and lamb, seasonally grazed dairy housed
only in the winter and varying degrees of indoor systems:

Figure 89: Author’s sketch thoughts regarding naturality/productivity. Photo: Author’s own.

The rearing system most likely to achieve long term success is surely one which measures up well
alongside the bullet points listed on the previous page, which in my view probably means a
renaissance in mixed, regenerative farming.
Fred Price, of Gothelney Farm in Somerset, was a big influence on my thought process during this
scholarship. I originally went to visit Fred to see the roundhouse building in which he houses some of
his pigs, but was interested to hear Fred say he would prefer to farm without any permanent housing
at all.
Fred originally started farming pigs as a way of paying for (and managing) herbal leys and cover crops,
which he wanted to incorporate to build soil health and natural fertility on the farm. His Tamworth
pigs graze these leys in rotation, with portable steel arcs and small woodland areas for shelter. If we
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look at a whole farm strategy built on soil health, this nimble coordination of farmer, animals, crops
and soils feels right and an increasing number of farmers are succeeding with this strategy.

Figure 90: Tamworth pigs on a lucerne ley at Gothelney Farm, Somerset. Photo: Fred Price.

Agroecology, regenerative farming and holistic planned grazing all suggest we should be organising
animals, soils and crops in a circular way, harnessing the natural cycles of nutrients, carbon and water
as efficiently as possible. Wendell Berry, the American farmer and poet said:

“The proper role of animals in agriculture is to complete the ecological integrity of farms
and to produce food for humans from pastures”.
It is for each farmer to decide what suits their own circumstances, but at Tyers Hall Farm we have
decided to plan a return to a rotation incorporating livestock as widely as possible across the farm,
giving them a good life in natural habitats, spending more time in natural surroundings ourselves,
using their behavioural traits to reduce machinery usage and external inputs, and maximising our
soil’s ability to draw down carbon from the atmosphere.
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As we humbly focus our efforts on once again learning how best to harness the natural cycles on our
farms, we are using the nutrients, materials, species and processes already available to us, for free.
We believe this should increase profitability by reducing the inputs we purchase, and this is already
being proven by many other farmers demonstrating an agroecological approach in practice. It should
also improve our carbon footprint.
So, possibly a return to old (wise) ways for the ethos, but we absolutely can (and should) embrace
technology and innovation to help us better understand our farms, make better, more accurate
decisions and enhance our own skills in making interventions more successfully in practice.
In the next chapter, I will explore what these conclusions mean for shelter and housing design on our
farms.
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Chapter 10: Livestock back in the mix: what does that mean for
housing design?
I arrived at three conclusions for housing design:
Firstly, the ultimate aspiration is to rear animals entirely outdoors with solely natural shelter. This
setting provides the optimal working environment for a human being, a natural habitat for livestock,
and trees and hedges provide a number of other environmental/ecological benefits generally.
Managing without a man-made structure also means no environmental footprint in materials and
construction.
Whether this is possible in the UK depends on many factors, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location and topography
Soil type
Weather conditions
Species/breed type
Herd size/stocking density
Extent of existing natural shelter
Grazing management strategy
Infrastructure considerations such as water/fencing/tracks.

Tree and hedge planting are being widely encouraged in the UK, with grants for planting and ongoing
maintenance available. There is also excellent funding for hedge laying and gapping up, which can
also provide us with stock-proof, living fences. Looking at the new government funding criteria for
farmers and the growing interest from the private sector in offsetting carbon, these features can also
generate income.
Secondly, where some form of man-made structure is needed for shelter, the aspiration should be to
make this as portable and efficient as possible.
There are various existing options, from hoop houses to egg-mobiles, steel arcs and other fabric
structures. By their very nature, each still involves a close working relationship between the farmer
and the land around which they are moving. Current designs are well proven and long used, but
some of the most exciting, experimental forms of architecture we are seeing at the moment would
be very well suited to developing portable shelters.
Thirdly, where permanent buildings are needed, we should think about their shape, materials used
and how we can incorporate biophilic design to create positive, healthy spaces for people and
animals, which look visually appealing to our fellow citizens.

“Good architecture lets nature in.” Mario Pei
The circular and arched livestock housing designs I saw in the Netherlands looked far better than
standard portal frame shapes and these structures could be developed into even more curvaceous,
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organic shapes. The Netherlands also opened my eyes to tensile fabric as a roofing material, which
makes the interior space feel so much lighter and more open.
I loved the concept of indoor planting in the Varkenshoff and although it hasn’t quite worked in
practice, with some thought and discussions with botanists we should be able to design planting
which thrives in these conditions. Such plants could also help improve air quality.
Having seen plenty of timber construction on farms, I am convinced timber can play a more
widespread role in livestock buildings. Below a certain level, more durable materials may be needed,
but above this, timber is perfectly fine. Timber is enjoying a renaissance as a building material in
construction generally, given its positive environmental credentials, with one example being France’s
recent law requiring all new public buildings to be minimum 50% timber by 2022.
Overall, whatever we are building, we should also be aiming to achieve four things:
•
•
•
•

Design structures which are positive, pleasant spaces for people and animals to use
Use sustainable materials wherever possible
Use the minimum amount of materials, maximising strength to weight ratio in design
Use less energy in the construction process and think about the environmental impact of the
building through its whole lifecycle.

We have the ability and creativity to build different structures and numerous unconventional
techniques are attracting mainstream interest. Many of these are well suited to biophilic design and
some are pursuing the ultimate combination of using natural materials, but using advanced
technologies to design and build more intelligently. I will now explore these in the next chapter.
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Chapter 11: New ways of designing and building
During my studies I read about various unconventional design and construction techniques. These
are adventurous, sustainable, visually stunning and could be applied successfully to livestock building
design.
At Hooke Park, the Architectural Association’s woodland campus in Sussex, the team and students
combine traditional timber construction methods with innovative design and fabrication
technologies.
Gridshells involve building a curved structure
from a lattice of timber strips, fixed together.
Gridshells have been used in various large
structures internationally for many years.
They look stunning and are very high
strength to weight ratio.

Figure 91: Hooke Park students with a gridshell model.
Photo:
Architectural Association.

Figure 92: A full size gridshell building at the Weald and Downland Museum, by Edward Cullinan Architects and Buro
Happold. Photo: Buro Happold.
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Another Hooke Park project involved felling a number of trees with forked trunks, scanning each
forked piece with computational modelling software and using the software to help design the
desired overall shape by calculating how all these pieces would best fit together. With robotic
milling, each piece was then trimmed as required to adapt them and create the necessary joints,
before assembling it into a finished structure. I love this use of technology because of its ethos –
using human ingenuity to develop our own tools to work more intelligently with natural resources.

Figure 93: Scans of whole tree forks, calculating how to form the structure. Photo: Architectural Association.

Figure 94: Forks assembled together to form the main arch structure. Photo: Architectural Association.
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Figure 95: A robotic milling machine adapts a forked piece of timber to the necessary dimensions and forms joints.
Photo: Architectural Association.

Figure 96: The finished structure, used for storing woodchip. Photo: Architectural Association.
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Computational design is also used alongside CNC milling of plywood, to create large structures
assembled from a number of pre-cut components. This technique has been around for decades, seen
in pre-cut plywood model kits for children, but now scaled up and increased in complexity to create
full building structures, which is often known as parametric architecture.

Figure 97: The Metropol Parasol in Seville, by architect Jurgen Mayer. Photo: Wikimedia (Rubendene).

The laminating of timbers into curved shapes, known as “glulam”, is growing in popularity, already
being common for farm buildings in Scandinavia and France.

Figure 98: A glulam structured dairy farm building in Finland. Photo: Versowood.

A particularly stunning example of glulam is the Cambridge Mosque by Marks Barfield Architects:
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Figure 99: The glulam timber framework within Cambridge Mosque. Photo: Marks Barfield Architects.

Reciprocal architecture is a very old, clever way of building circular shaped structures, which are selfsupporting because each piece of timber rests on the next, in a continuous circle. This technique is
also enjoying a revival in timber architecture.

Figure 100: A roundhouse with reciprocal roof structure, self-supporting. Photo: Timber Homes Vermont.
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I saw photos online of a 1920s farm building in Germany, “Gut Garkau” by the architect Hugo Haring,
which has a lamella roof, a form of reciprocal construction:

Figure 101: Gut Garkau farm building by Hugo Haring, Germany, featuring a lamella roof. Photos: Seier & Seier.

Here is a modern lamella structure:

Figure 102: A lamella roof structure for an animal care shelter in Alabama. Photo: Architectural Digest.
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Tensegrity involves creating solid structures from a number of tensioned cables stretched between
various points. Tension is much more efficient than using solid blocks to keep two surfaces apart
because it uses far less material, so is much lighter weight.
Tensegrity tends to involve
structures which either support
weight from above, such as with
bridge designs, or where the
structure is formed by tensioning
off various anchor points in the
ground, with a fabric then
stretched over it. Tensegrity can
result in structures which are
incredibly lightweight for their
size yet very strong.
Figure 103: The American architect Buckminster Fuller shows his globe
model, formed entirely from cables under tension between anchor points.
Photo: Wikimedia.

The roof structure on the main terminal building at Denver airport is a tensegrity structure, being
beautiful in shape, very light inside and relatively lightweight.

Figure 104: Tensegrity roof structure with tensile fabric covering at Denver Airport's main terminal. Author's own photo.
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I also saw some fascinating conceptual work on “deployable structures”, which can be collapsed or
expanded, altering their size and shape. Some involve frameworks, some are solely fabric based, and
some take inspiration from folding techniques like origami. Deployable structures are already widely
used in military and emergency aid situations and could easily play a greater role for livestock
shelters on our farms.

Figure 105: "Recover" deployable shelter by Matthew Malone, Amanda Goldberg, Jennifer Metcalf and Grant Meacham.
Photo: Recover.

This is a time of great experimentation in architecture and construction. Livestock shelters and
buildings are ideal applications for these techniques because of their simplicity. Even with
permanent housing, so long as the internal fit out at animal level is robust and easily cleaned, the
main structure which covers this space can be far more innovative. Given the right design brief and
some guidance on the practicalities of livestock, some of these designers and engineers could create
some incredible structures for our farms. These methods could also prove very affordable, especially
as prefabricated structures are easily replicated once a successful design is achieved.
Lastly, the most inspirational visit I had on my travels was to Jan Pape in Beltrum, Netherlands. Jan
designed the original Varkenshoff (pig garden) concept and also the Cow Garden. I met Jan and his
son Bram at their home to talk about these, but the visit made me think more laterally about what
we need to provide for livestock and how we might achieve this.
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Figure 106: The author with Jan and Bram Pape, Beltrum, Netherlands.

Jan starts by asking himself what a shelter is – some form of structure, covered with a surface which
provides protection from the elements. He is open-minded about how to provide this and aims to do
so with the minimum amount of effort, cost, materials and environmental footprint. Cutting down
trees, sawing them up, building a new structure and then maintaining the dead timber against the
elements feels laborious, so he considered how living trees might be used instead.
Jan is the epitome of the Frank Lloyd Wright’s sentiment:

“Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.”
At home, Jan has experimented by building a structure made from rows of trees as columns, with a
tensile, light diffusing fabric stretched over and under the canopies of the trees to provide yearround shelter. A steel framework supports the fabric for the first few years until the trees are
sufficiently grown to support it themselves on their crowns. Underneath the canopy, the trees grow
well, continuing to sequester carbon and provide habitat benefits. There are even hedges growing at
the sides to provide some wind and rain protection. Standing inside, this space felt like being in
woodland but with total protection from above. Some farmers, with the right livestock breeds and
enough natural shelter, can no doubt manage without any man-made additions, but where we do
need interventions, this is an interesting concept.
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Figure 107: Looking up at the roof of the tree/fabric hybrid structure. Author's own photo.

Figure 108: Jan Pape explains the design to the author. Author's own photo.

Another structure is built from a steel framework with glass walls and the same fabric roof to allow
light, but plants have been grown up over the roof to cloak it. The intention is to provide more shade
in the summer (when the plants are in leaf), but to let more light and solar gain through during the
colder months (when the plants have shed their leaves).
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Figure 109: Steel framed structure with tensile fabric roof and plants grown over to provide shade. Photo: Bram Pape.

I found Jan inspirational in the way he thinks of ways to use nature for our own purposes, with
minimal interventions and without damaging it. It reminded me of our hedge layer at Tyers Hall
Farm, who shapes rows of trees into a horizontal living fence, giving us secure fields, but also
rejuvenating the tree’s growth in the process.

Figure 110: Hedge layer Jasper Prachek at Tyers Hall Farm, Barnsley. Author's own photo.
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In the end, our future depends on us working better with nature in all aspects of our lives, whether
for shelter, food production, clothing or fuel. The natural world provides us with resources to sustain
our civilisation forever and our species is capable of incredible skills and ingenuity with which to
harness these if we put our minds to it. As Buckminster Fuller once said:

“Nature is a totally efficient, self-regenerating system. If we discover the laws that govern
this system and live synergistically within them, sustainability will follow and humankind
will be a success.”
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Chapter 12: Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•

Looking at livestock housing design in isolation misses the bigger picture: we first need to
find the most sustainable way of coordinating land, animals and crops
We should consider whether permanent housing is the right answer, or if animals are better
reintegrated onto land, even if only for part of the year
The less man-made structures our animals need the better, with solely natural shelter being
the aspiration, followed by mobile shelters, then permanent structures if necessary
Where we do have permanent structures, we must question whether the scale, intensity and
way we use them is healthy sustainable long term
There is a wealth of experience out there in other sectors in how to build structures which
are beautiful, sustainable and great places for people to spend time. The knowledge already
exists – we just need to attract it to work in our industry.
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Chapter 13: Recommendations
•

•
•

•
•

•

The method of livestock rearing which best suits people, planet and profit involves
reintegrating livestock with land and managing them as a tool to complete the ecological
integrity of our farms
Those who can find a profitable way to return to mixed farming should do so, and the UK
government’s offer of payments for environmental services can support this transition
Where possible, livestock should be reared with abundant, well planned natural shelter such
as trees and hedges. This requires long-term planning, but plenty of grant funding is
available and these features can also generate other incomes in the future
Where additional man-made shelter is needed, portable structures are the next best option,
providing shelter for animals as they are moved around land
Where permanent housing is required, farming can learn from other construction sectors,
who are finding ways to build much more visually attractive structures, which are positive
spaces for people, using sustainable materials
Whatever systems we choose, we should ensure our farms are well equipped to cater for the
evolving circumstances in society and ensure they are focused on achieving the triple bottom
line: People, Planet, Profit.
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Chapter 14: After my study tour
This study started as a question about building design, but resulted in my developing a strong interest
in agroecology and regenerative farming, seeing animals as much as a tool and partner for land
management as they are a product.
At Tyers Hall Farm, we are working to steer the farm in this direction. This has involved an ecological
baseline survey, a habitat land area survey, biological soil sampling and the engagement of a farm
sustainability consultant. Ultimately, we aspire to be carbon negative as a whole farm operation.
We plan to improve natural shelter across the farm, giving us more options to graze throughout the
colder months and improving wildlife habitats. This will involve a large amount of hedge and shelter
belt planting, for which grant applications are underway, as is a Countryside Stewardship application
for various field options which complement these habitats. The Dearne Valley, in which the farm is
situated, is home to numerous wetlands which, as I finish this report, have just been granted SSSI
status. We hope that the improvements on our own land will help contribute to the ecological
success of these habitats nearby.
We are exploring diversification into other income streams, including the conversion of a large portal
framed barn into a farming and nature education space where we can welcome visitors and host
events. I am keen for us to sell food to people, directly, to discuss how we produce food and how
farming activities fit with the wildlife all around us.
I have learned some valuable design lessons and intend to incorporate biophilic design and timber
construction into everything we build. If we can design beautiful structures, these may also add
value by being a talking point and attracting more visitors.
I also intend to build relationships with those designers/architects whose concepts would apply well
to livestock housing, where I see great potential to bring innovative structures onto our farms, which
can make the lives of farmers easier, healthier and more enjoyable.
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Roland Bonney. Blackwell Publishing, 2008.
Animal Factories – Jim Mason & Peter Singer. Harmony Books, 1990.
Animal Machines – Ruth Harrison. Vincent Stuart Publishing, 1964.
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Appendix
The Study Tour (table format):

Country
NETHERLANDS

Location

Description

De Vos Family
Noordman Family
Erik Stegink
Annechien ten HaveMellema
Robert Nijkamp

Lemelerveld
Lemelerveld
Bathmen
Beerta

Dairy farmer
Pig farmer
Pig farmer
Pig farmer

Raalte

Poultry farmer

Kipster
Ruth Van Der Haar
Willem Voncken
Architect Beckers
Angelique Slatius
Eva Lanxmeer Village
Ingrid Jansen
Inge Vleemingh
Harry Luring
Hesselink family
Nieske Neijmeyer
Kees Scheepens
Heleen Lansink-Marissen
Gemma Koppen
ID Agro
Jan & Bram Pape

Castenray
Collendoorn
Trintelen
Amstenrade
Culemborg
Culemborg
Tollebeek
Halle
Onstwedde

Poultry farm
Pig farmer
Arable farmer
Architect
Feng Shui architect
Eco architecture settlement
Farmer
Pig farmer
Dairy farmer
Dairy farmer
Pig farmer
Pig farmer & pig behavioural expert
Dairy farmer
Architect/psychologist
Agricultural building constructor
Architect/designer and host of
multi-purpose meeting
space/working community
www.toltuin.nl

Heino
Oirschot
Haaksbergen
Rotterdam
Lemelerveld
Beltrum

GERMANY
AEDES Berlin
Stefan Teepker

Berlin
Freren

“Pigs in architecture” exhibition
Poultry & pig farmer

USA
Professor Bernard Rollin

Fort Collins, CO

Professor of Philosophy, Animal
Sciences and Biomedical Sciences
Professor of Animal Sciences

Professor Temple
Grandin
Francine Dolins

Fort Collins, CO
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Argus Farm Stop

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Lars Bjorn

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Associate Professor of psychology,
animal behaviour
Regenerative grazers, farmer to
fork retail outlet
Emeritus Professor of Sociology
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Fair Oaks Farms
The Amazon Spheres
Becca Hanson, Studio
Hanson Roberts
Professor Rich Wener

Indiana
Seattle, WA
Bainbridge Island, WA

Tourism farm
Biophilic design building
Zoo architect

NYC

Terrapin Bright Green

NYC

Professor of Environmental
psychology (specialist in prison
architecture/carceral spaces)
Biophilic design consultants

CANADA
Motiv Architects
University of British
Columbia
Vandusen Botanical
Gardens
Swallowfield Farm
(deGroot family)

Vancouver, BC
Vancouver, BC
Vancouver, BC
Langley, BC

Architects
Animal welfare/sciences
department
Biophilic/biomorphic design
building
Swallowfield Barn - contemporary
farm building
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